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The mission of the Department of Developmental Services is to partner with the individuals 
we support and their families, to support lifelong planning and to join with others to create 
and promote meaningful opportunities for individuals to fully participate as valued members 
of their communities. 

Therefore, we have partnered with Public Partnership | PPL and the Connecticut Family Support 
Network (CTFSN) to bring a new and exciting opportunity for individuals in DDS self-directing their 
supports and are an Employer of Record. The New Peer Network! 

Introducing the new Peer Network 

 

What is the Peer Network and what is it for? 

It is a digital platform that Employers of Records (EOR’s) can sign up for if they are looking to 
provide help or seek help on topics related to self-direction, resources and services or simply make 
meaningful connection with people that may have the same experiences within same. This digital 
platform has been developed and is supported by PPL. 

Who can join? 

Employers of Records that have completed training with Public Partnerships can sign up to join, 
either to receive additional support or to provide support to others. 

How do EOR’s join? 

Simply reach out to one our trainers or the CTAdmin@pcgus.com inbox where PPL will help you 
get started! We have a simple, easy form that will walk you through our best practices as well as a 
training opportunity that will walk you through the Peer Network platform and the invitation process. 

Is this the Peer Network a public site? 

The network is not available to the public. It has restricted access to those who join. Your 
information will be safe and secured. An invitation to join the site is required to gain access 
externally. This means that you may only join through the form provided by a trainer and only after 
you obtain the training in Brainier. 

Still have questions? We’re here to help. 
Contact PPL at CTAdmin@pcgus.com for help answering all your Peer Network questions. 
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